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Abstract—Charge amplifiers represent the standard solution to
amplify signals from capacitive detectors in high energy physics
experiments. In a typical front-end, the noise due to the charge am-
plifier, and particularly from its input transistor, limits the achiev-
able resolution. The classic approach to attenuate noise effects in
MOSFET charge amplifiers is to use the maximum power avail-
able, to use a minimum-length input device, and to establish the
input transistor width in order to achieve the optimal capacitive
matching at the input node. These conclusions, reached by anal-
ysis based on simple noise models, lead to sub-optimal results. In
this work, a new approach on noise analysis for charge amplifiers
based on an extension of the methodology is presented.
This method combines circuit equations and results from SPICE
simulations, both valid for all operation regions and including all
noise sources. The method, which allows to find the optimal oper-
ation point of the charge amplifier input device for maximum res-
olution, shows that the minimum device length is not necessarily
the optimal, that flicker noise is responsible for the non-monotonic
noise versus current function, and provides a deeper insight on the
noise limits mechanism from an alternative and more design-ori-
ented point of view.

Index Terms—Low-noise amplifiers, noise, nuclear physics in-
strumentation.

I. INTRODUCTION

N OISE sets a fundamental limit on the resolution in mea-
surements for particle physics experiments and radiation

detectors. In a typical front-end circuit, consisting of a charge
amplifier and a filter, the former is responsible for most of the
noise present in the readout circuit signal path [1], [2]. Thus, a
proper, integral design of the front-end for a particular detector
ensures an adequate noise behavior [3]. Noise analysis for par-
ticle physics circuits is usually carried out by combining simple
device noise models [4], [5] and the frequency response of the
amplifier and the filter network [6]. The noise analysis outcome
is the equivalent noise charge , measured in electrons,
which represents the charge required at the detector to produce
an output SNR of 1. Typically the input signal is a step of charge,
or equivalently, a delta pulse of current with an area equal to the
charge, and consequently the charge amplifier output voltage is
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also a step. The filter, commonly referred to as pulse shaper,
attenuates low and high frequencies, producing a time domain
pulse. The signal is measured at the pulse peak, and noise is in-
tegrated over all frequencies to compute the .
An interesting analysis methodology, presented in [7] and

[8], is commonly used to simplify noise computation. The
idea is to use the noise power spectral densities of the input
device and detector (easy to compute due to the simplicity of
noise equations) and tabulated results for the filter frequency
behavior, conveniently pre-integrated and expressed as dimen-
sionless numbers. This widely exploited technique allows a
simple, insightful noise analysis, appropriate for design.
Typically, the low noise front-end design is achieved by

following a simple recipe for the input transistor of the charge
amplifier: maximum available current, optimal capacitance
matching at the input node (which depends on the operation
region) [9], and minimum-length input device [3], [10]. These
guidelines, obtained from analysis on simple transistor noise
models and neglecting flicker noise, produce acceptable but
sub-optimal results, and fail to explain why minimum noise is
not a monotonically decreasing function of the input transistor
current.
Using more adequate models for current technologies and

wider inversion coefficient range, in [2] the authors show that
the guidelines previously stated do not necessarily produce op-
timal results, and conclude that flicker noise is responsible for
the noise lowest limit. In [11], simplified EKVmodels were used
to find several novel aspects of noise optimization for charge
amplifiers. Both innovative ideas base their analysis on more re-
alistic—and more complex—equations for the input transistor
noise.
A new noise analysis technique, presented in this paper, is as

follows: noise power spectral densities for a set of transistors are
pre-computed by means of SPICE simulations, using the most
comprehensive noise models available. The resulting curves are
then properly scaled for the appropriate device parameters using
the technique [12], [13], conveniently modified in [14]
to include noise. Finally, noise power spectral density can be
obtained by using simple interpolations within the curves and
the can be integrated numerically. The main advantage of
this approach is that it allows to work with simple and insightful
analytical expressions, appropriate for design-oriented analysis.
This precise noise analysis technique can be used for the

input-referred amplifier noise, either considering only the input
device—in any operation region—or the noise contributions of
more devices in the amplifier. Compared to previous methods,
this one provides a better insight on the noise contributions
by means of noise charts, adequate for a design process. The
methodology was used to explore the design space of a charge
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TABLE I
NORMALIZED NOISE EQUATIONS

amplifier for particle physics experiments, allowing to reach and
complement the conclusions from [2] regarding flicker noise
contribution.
Without compromising the validity of the analysis only the

preamplifier input device noise contribution will be considered,
and generic BSIM3 noise models will be used. In real applica-
tions, secondary noise sources should be considered [15] as well
as model parameters validated by measurements.

II. THE METHODOLOGY AND NOISE ANALYSIS

Consider a transistor of width , biased at a certain oper-
ation point with a drain current , an overdrive voltage ,
transconductance and gate-to-source capacitance . If an-
other transistor with the same parameters and bias is connected
in parallel, the compound transistor will have a drain current of

, an effective width of , a gate-to-source capacitance
of and a transconductance of , while and the
level of inversion in the channel remain unchanged. The ratio

, which is a measure of the operation point of the tran-
sistor, also remains constant. Large values of are related
to subthreshold and weak inversion operation, whereas small
values are related to strong inversion operation. Other ratios that
can be mapped to the operation point are the transistor transit
frequency (usually defined as ) and the drain cur-
rent density . As shown in [14], MOSFET noise can also
be mapped as a function of by dividing the transistor
drain current noise power spectral density by the drain cur-
rent, or by multiplying the transistor gate voltage noise power
spectral density by the drain current. Table I presents some
examples of noise equations [5], [16], [17] and their normalized
versions, where and are constants, and the other terms
of each equation can be found in [16]. It can be shown that the
term depends on , therefore, it is clear that all
normalized noise equations depend only on .
It can be seen that the denominator of the BSIM3 equation

for thermal noise has the term , which is the transistor
intrinsic gain, dependent on and . The dependence
on was added later in the BSIM model to make it more
accurate, but at least as a first-order approximation the equation
works for the normalization. However, if more accurate curves
were necessary, several noise simulation can be done for dif-
ferent values of .

Fig. 1. versus frequency for different values of and .
The curves were obtained using the BSIM3 MOSFET model.

Fig. 1 shows the transistor gate voltage noise power spec-
tral density for different values of in a
technology. Low values of imply large values of the
corner frequency , which corresponds to the frequency at
which the white and components of noise are equal. As
pointed out in [14], when decreases the ratio in-
creases and—for constant bias current— decreases; as a con-
sequence of a reduced gate area, flicker noise dominance ex-
tends to higher frequencies.

III. NOISE IN PULSE PROCESSOR
FOR PARTICLE PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS

Fig. 2 shows a simplified, small-signal schematic of a typical
front-end circuit for particle physics experiments. The detector
is presented as a capacitance , whereas the charge amplifier
is shown as a voltage amplifier with open loop transfer function

, input capacitance and feedback capacitor . De-
tector shot noise and amplifier voltage and current noise sources
are included.
The of the circuit in Fig. 2 can be computed as the

square root of the ratio between the total output noise power
and the output power produced by the charge of a single elec-
tron in a noiseless equivalent circuit. Since the detector shot
noise depends only on the pulse shaper parameters, and here
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Fig. 2. Schematic for noise analysis. Two noise sources are considered: de-
tector shot noise and amplifier noise, represented as voltage and current noise;
this includes both white and flicker noise.

it is assumed that these parameters have been already defined
through other constraints (e.g., by the maximum allowed inte-
gration time), will not be considered in the calcu-
lation.
Defining , and , the front-end

output noise , considering the amplifier noise ( and
), can be expressed as

(1)

The computed is shown in (2), where is the electron
charge and is the step response of :

(2)

Since the denominator of (2) is constant for given filter pa-
rameters, minimizing the is equivalent to minimizing
the numerator. Finally, the amplifier noise can be written as

, where corresponds to the
total input-referred normalized noise power. Therefore, the ob-
jective function to minimize can be expressed as

(3)

The units of are irrelevant for the purposes of this work,
so they will be omitted.

IV. MINIMIZATION

We will develop a brief example of minimization for
a charge amplifier design on a technology. Let us con-
sider a CR-RC filter, with a step response given by (4), where
is the peaking time. The equation is normalized, so that the

peak amplitude of its impulse response is 1:

(4)

In order to compute as a function of for different
values of and , the magnitude of the filter transfer func-
tion must be computed first, and then introduced into (3). Fig. 3
shows as a function of for ,

Fig. 3. as a function of for different operation points. The input device
optimal operation point is at .

and a wide range of .1 Several conclusions can be drawn from
this plot. For a constant , and filter parameters, the integral
of (3) is constant, so minimizing is equivalent to minimizing
the function

(5)

where is constant for a constant . Hence, there is an
optimal current for which total noise due to the amplifier is min-
imized. The optimal current value is that for which the condi-
tion holds. On the other hand, for a constant current,
the condition of capacitance matching at the front-end amplifier
does not hold anymore for the point at which the total noise is
minimized. Additionally, it can be observed that the minimum
noise is not a monotonically-decreasing function of , and this
can be explained as follows: as shown in Fig. 3, low values of
produce v-shaped curves at the right of the plot, so as the

current increases, each point of the minimum envelope corre-
sponds to an operation point with a lower value of than the
previous point. As explained before, low values of are related
to high values of , thus, flicker noise becomes dominant when
increasing the current and consequently the minimum envelope
is not a monotonically-decreasing function of . This fact can
also be checked by extracting normalized power noise curves
without considering flicker noise (i.e., setting in the
MOSFET SPICE models) and plotting the same curves as in
Fig. 3. The results, presented in Fig. 4, show that, without the
presence of flicker noise, the minimum envelope is a monoton-
ically-decreasing function of .
Further conclusions can be drawn by analyzing the minimum

noise envelope for different channel lengths, as shown in Fig. 5.
As it can be seen, using a minimum-length input device does

1Generic transistor models available at MOSIS website [18] were
used for this work. The value of was selected so that the corner frequency
is about 5 MHz.
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Fig. 4. as a function of for different operation points and . The
input device optimal operation point is at .

Fig. 5. Minimum envelope of as a function of for different length values.

not necessarily represent the optimal solution for every current
or operation point.

V. COMPUTATION OF THE OPTIMAL

As pointed out in the previous section, the 1:1 capacitive
matching condition at the input of the front-end amplifier holds
in the global optimum. Therefore, replacing in
(3) does not change the optimal solution of the minimization
problem. Consequently, can be expressed as

(6)

Using (6) in (3) and eliminating the constant terms, the min-
imization problem to solve becomes

(7)

By taking the derivative of (7) with respect to and equating
to zero, the condition for the optimal value of the input device

Fig. 6. Both terms of (8). The intersection point, which represents the input
device optimal operation point, is at .

operation point , for which the is minimum, can be
determined:

(8)

In Fig. 6, left and right terms of (8) are shown for the same
conditions of Fig. 3, where the intersection point of the curves,
which represents the optimal value , is pointed out. Although
this condition allows to find with an error of compared
to the solution found graphically in Fig. 3, it requires generating
look-up tables for noise considering a particular filter transfer
function, which is impractical for its use in a design-oriented
methodology.
As shown in the Appendix, (8) can be simplified, for strong

inversion operation, to

(9)

and for weak inversion operation to

(10)

where is the input device transit frequency, is the
input device corner frequency, is the filter white noise co-
efficient and is the filter flicker noise coefficient as a
function of the flicker noise coefficient, [2].
The conditions shown in (9) and (10) establish the lower ( ,

for strong inversion operation) and upper ( , for weak inver-
sion operation) limits of , respectively. Then can be com-
puted as the weighted average of and . The weight of each
factor depends on how dominant the flicker noise is. High values
of move the v-shaped curves to the left of the versus
plot (see Fig. 3), reaching high values of —weak inver-

sion operation—meanwhile low values of move the v-shaped
curves to the right of the versus plot, reaching low values
of —strong inversion operation.
In Fig. 7 both terms of (9) and (10) are shown for the same

conditions of Fig. 3. The intersection points of the curves, which
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Fig. 7. Left term of (9) and (10), and both right terms. The intersection points,
which represent the input device optimal operation point for each operation re-
gion, are and .

represent and , are pointed out. The optimal operation
point, , lays in between these boundaries. For simplicity in
this specific case, considering that the value of obtained from
Fig. 3 suggests operation close to strong inversion, could be
used as an initial estimation with an additional advantage: filter
and noise data are obtained independently, the first one from
normalized filter tables and the second one from normalized
noise power curves as functions of . It is worth mentioning
that the data must be carefully manipulated, since (8)–(10) are
sensitive to numerical approximations.
Typical values of are between 1.3 and 2.3 [2], thus the

denominator of (9) can be simplified to since
is the responsible for the order of magnitude of the factor

. In this particular case, the result obtained for does
not change significantly ( for

and for ). In case the
noise specifications to meet are not too stringent, an additional
simplification can be tolerated and an approximate surround of
the optimal operation point of the front-end input device can be
determined solely by using the pulse peaking time of the filter
and ignoring the pulse shape. Additionally, it can be observed
that flicker noise, which is responsible of the non monotonicity
of the noise for high currents, is related to the pulse peaking
timemagnitude as follows: lower values of in (9) imply lower
values of , which are related to high values of . Therefore,
when decreases, flicker noise contribution increases.
Finally, the conditions expressed in (9) and (10) reveal that

the existence of a noise minimum is related to the sensitivity of
with respect to , and somehow to the sensitivity of with

respect to .

VI. CONCLUSION

This work shows a different view on a widely studied
problem, noise optimization for particle physics electronics.
The approach followed is based on an extension of the
methodology to allow noise analysis.
The results found show that, although capacitance matching

represents the minimum noise for constant , it is not a

Pareto-optimal solution for low noise and low power circuits,
where the power budget is limited; instead, lower capacitance
and a different operation point is preferred. It is also shown that
the device length optimization requires further study, because
minimum length does not necessarily provide the optimal solu-
tion.
This work also presents an analysis on the dependence of the

noise limit (assuming infinite power available) on flicker noise,
and shows a method that allows to compute the operation point
and current for which minimum noise is achieved, based only
on technology data and filter parameters. This methodology pro-
vides a new insight on the impact of flicker noise in electronic
systems for radiation detection. This work evidences that flicker
noise is related with the existence of a finite current for which
noise is minimum, and also outlines the relation between flicker
noise and the filter peaking time.

APPENDIX
OPTIMAL CONDITION DERIVATION

Given that

(11)

the left term of (8) can be expressed as

(12)

where is the input device transit frequency (defined as
). To simplify the right term of (8), a modified expres-

sion of is necessary. Without loss of generality, the
flicker noise component dependency on the frequency can be
assumed to be , where is the flicker noise coefficient.
Thus, can be written as

(13)

where is the white noise contribution and is
the noise contribution. Both and are constant
for a given operation point, and they are related to each other
through the corner frequency :

(14)

Considering the above simplifications, can be finally
expressed as

(15)

and its derivative can be expressed as

(16)

Furthermore, the normalization can be applied on
the filter pulse response. This allows to work with tables of filter
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coefficients that depend only on the pulse shape, thus, the con-
dition to find can be expressed as

(17)

where is the white noise coefficient and is the flicker
noise coefficient [2]. These coefficients can be computed as

(18)

(19)

where .
Assuming (evident from the thermal noise

models of Table I) and , for strong inversion opera-
tion, the expression in (17) can be further simplified to

(20)

Finally, assuming (see Table I) and , for
weak inversion operation, the expression in (17) can be further
simplified to

(21)
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